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Program Example
Moscow
Day One: Greeted by a Russian lady dressed in national costume, and balalaika trio, with Russian bread & salt with
vodka. Cossack folk songs and dances accompany the ceremony. A night sightseeing tour to the most beautiful places in
Moscow can be arranged. Followed by welcome dinner at one of Moscow’s luxurious restaurants, Café Pushkin, in a 19th
century mansion with impressive décor and splendid cuisine, can be organized.
Day Two: A half day tour of the Kremlin and the Assumption Cathedral, Armory Chamber and Diamond Fund. Lunch at the
stylish restaurant, Boris Godunov, with 17th century décor, fresco walls and genuine Old Russian cuisine. Then to the pier
to board the “River Palace” boat for a cruise to enjoy the city’s famous landmarks from the water, complete with gypsy
performance. The evening highlight is a banquet reception at the restaurant Turandot, with a fine baroque ambience to
indulge in culinary masterpieces of European and Asian cuisine.
Day Three: Visit a unique cultural and entertainment complex, the Moscow Vernisage. A Handcraft Fair, you will see how
the craftsmen produce their masterpieces, and try your hand at painting matryoshka nesting dolls, cooking pelmeni or
making pottery. Blini (pancakes) with caviar and tea from Samovar will follow. The legendary Yar Theatre-Restaurant is
your host for dinner, keeping with the traditions of Russian hospitality. Day Four: Spend the morning at your leisure or
explore Moscow on your own. In the afternoon transfer to the airport.
Saint-Petersburg
Day One: Arrive to brunch accompanied by opera performed by the renowned Saint-Petersburg Conservatory. In the
evening a river cruise awaits, a delightful tour of the breathtaking “Northern Venice” with granite embankments, drawn
bridges, parks and magnificent palaces. A welcome cocktail and live music to suit add to the experience.
Day Two: A tour through 307 years of Saint-Petersburg’s architecture and history with its legends and mysteries. Lunch
at Dostoevsky follows, classical décor with exquisite Russian and European cuisine. Take a “Retro tram” and see the
historical Saint-Petersburg. Then a typical Russian dinner at Demidov restaurant, to enjoy the best traditions of Russia at
the time of Peter the Great. Live Roma theatrical shows possible.
Day Three: Visit the State Hermitage Museum and its unique collection of art, private opening possible. The State
Hermitage Museum Orchestra will welcome the group, then Admire the State Rooms of the Winter Palace and the
Treasury Gallery (Diamond Room) without distractions. Lunch at the Troika restaurant where you will enjoy Russian
hospitality and cuisine. Relax before dinner, in the fantastic atmosphere of the 18th century in the luxurious gala rooms
of the Yusupov Palace. Costumed hussars will meet and greet, you then proceed to the White Column Hall where very
special Imperial dinner will be served historic attire. The dinner will be accompanied by a harp and grand piano. Followed
by an operatic/ballet concert performed by soloists of The Mariinsky Theatre on the stage of the Yusupov Family Palace
Theatre.
Day Four: Guided tour of Catherine’s Palace with richly ornamental interiors, its famous Amber Room and magnificent
park, then lunch before a short trip to the airport.

Themed Events
Reception in a Palace A classical reception in the style of the 19th century or masquerade in the magnificent interiors of
luxurious palaces of Saint-Petersburg and Moscow with ceremonial dinners accompanied by old-style music and fanfare.
Feel Like a Russian Nobleman A special private, candlelight dinner with the leading soloists of Saint Petersburg stage
followed by a unique concert program and exquisitely elegant menu in one of the numerous museums, theaters, music
halls and historic country estates.
Imperial Ball in the White Days Season Guests experience the romance of Russia’s glorious past and the finest
standards of today’s hospitality and service. Costume ball includes a gala performance with waltz dancing master-class,
as a traditional part of Russian ball etiquette.
Russian Podvorye Troika ride, matroyshka doll painting master class, romantic evening near a steaming samovar, a
traditional Russian table with caviar, sturgeon, vodka and Russian folk entertainment will make the entire event very
scenic, colorful and impressive.

Managing Company Fortuna is a DMC and inbound
tour operator with over 9 years’ experience, offering
the complete range of services to both groups and
individuals, and focusing on providing luxury travel
packages, organization of special events for
corporate incentives, and conferences. We are a
committed customer service minded company.
Managing Company Fortuna has gained an excellent
reputation for their successful and dedicated activity
in organizing and managing business events of any
level and complexity in both Moscow and
Saint-Petersburg. We pride ourselves on delivering
an exquisite service to the highest standards. Our
personal and professional approach, together with
our vast experience, distinguish us as the reliable
business partner for any successful organization
wishing to plan a meeting, incentive, conference or
event in Russia. Our team is creative, mobile and
flexible, and we cater to all needs to ensure
successful events. Our staff speaks English, French,
Spanish, Portuguese and German. In-depth
knowledge of the local market and excellent
partnerships with suppliers allow us to create
memorable programs, we have the solutions to bring
most extraordinary projects to life.
www.mc-fortuna.ru
Other Services
• Innovative and unique incentive programs for corporate
clients on board cruise ships
• Luxury travel packages
• Teambuilding activities
• Conferences and corporate meetings
• All-inclusive event and conference packages
• Budget planning and event solutions
• Special event arrangements including
- receptions and cocktails
- private functions
- product launches
- banqueting facilities at the unique locations
• Comprehensive travel services:
- transportation
- car rental
- organization of guided excursion programs
- translation services
- technical equipment
- hotel reservations
- VIP handling

